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As we all know that our universe is so huge that we can’t compare it with anything ! And it is also said to be growing 

continuously as we speak , every second we live , every second we breath it is growing out there . 

 

We humans as well as the world’s largest animal the Whale is so tiny in front of the whole universe that we can’t even 

imagine . We can’t even compare it with our planet Earth . 

 

But when we look at our beloved solar system , the galaxy ,  universe and then we have a look at an atom ,  a molecule 

, a compound respectively we will notice that there are similarities in them . 

 

 

It is not only that ; our dear earth has a negative charge on it which is similar to electrons . And I suppose that the sun 

also has a positive charge on it similar to nucleons that are protons and neutrons both collectively . The shape of our 

solar system also matches an atom . In fact our solar system has eight planets which are exactly similar to oxygen 

because it has eight electrons . 

 

 

You will realise that the structure or pattern  of the solar system is similar to the element ‘oxygen’ . 

 

 

On these observations I propose my hypothesis that we could be organisms living on atoms of other worlds . And on the 

same thought there could be organisms living on atoms on which we perform research and experiments that are atoms 

or elements of our world  . 

 

 

And also per 4th quantum number ( Spin quantum number by Goldschmidt ) in chemistry it tells us that electrons move 

around themselves just like a planet . On that I state that planets , their natural satellite  or even our solar system might 

be atoms to other whole new , amazing worlds .  
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Not to mention that  our solar system moves in irregular shape around the Mikyway Galaxy just like Heisenberg’s 

uncertainty principle stated  . Whose postulates ruled out Bohr’s model of electron path . A video for visual reference 

of this paragraph :  

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CjzWbFIAhKF/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y= 

 please watch this video completely to understand the path of an electron which might be a natural satellite , planet , 

systems like solar system , galaxies , we never really know ……………. 

 

If my hypothesis and statements are true / right  then we really have an undisclosed era in front of us !!! 

 

On the basis of the above paragraph we can also think that our Mikyway Galaxy might be an atom white all the systems 

like our own solar system might be electrons and all the remaining planets , their respective natural satellite may be 

sub-atomic particles which are yet to be discovered .  

 

 

I know that it all sounds so hypothetical and it doesn’t even have any valid proof yet . But I believe it to some  

extent…………. 

 

 

Still it remains a huge mystery to which I am also excited to know……. 

 

 

If anyone knows anything more about it or anyone has more proof(es)  or if anyone has noticed an error or  observations 

about it feel free to contact me on the given below email id . I would like to add more in it .  

 

All the above writings , theories and ideas are subjected to copyright © and trademark ™ 

 

 

- Professor99gaming@gmail.com 
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